Highly effective protein detection for avidin-biotin system based on colloidal photonic crystals enhanced fluoroimmunoassay.
There has been immense interest in both instruments and methods to enhance fluorescence signal and achieve highly sensitive fluoroimmunoassay (FIA). In this paper, we present a facile, low-cost and general method of biotinylated colloidal photonic crystal (PC) to improve the FIA of avidin (avidin FIA). The fluorescence signal intensity of the avidin FIA on the colloidal PC can be enhanced over two orders of magnitude relative to the control sample, attributed to the large surface area, resonance field and coherent scattering effect of the colloidal PC. The detection limit is shrunk to 1/69 of that of the control sample. Furthermore, the signal to interference ratio (S/I ratio) is increased because the band-edge induced fluorescence enhancement is wavelength-selective. The interference fluorescence does not go up proportionally while the signal is significantly enhanced by the colloidal PCs. It is believed that the colloidal PC modified with biotin can act as an effective material for a general and sensitive fluoroimmunoassay.